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Abstract: We analyse the ping-pong (PP) protocol [K.

Bostrom and T. Felbinger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 187902

(2002)] using different sets of partially entangled three-

qubit states. Interestingly, our results show that the

partially entangled nonorthogonal three-qubit states are

more useful as resources in comparison to three-qubit

maximally entangledGreenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ)

states. The properties of orthogonal set of partially entan-

gled states as resources for PP protocol, however, are sim-

ilar to that of maximally entangled GHZ states – both the

states are not preferable due to the vulnerability towards

eavesdropping. On the other hand, partially entangled

nonorthogonal basis set holds importance for transferring

two-bit information, one each from a sender, to a single

receiver. The protocol is further analysed for various eaves-

dropping attacks, and the results are compared with the

use of two shared Bell pairs for two-bit information trans-

fer. Surprisingly, the use of partially entangled nonorthog-

onal set of states is found to offer better qubit efficiency

and increased security, as against the use of two separate

maximally entangled Bell states with orthogonal basis. In

addition, we also propose a mixed-state sharing protocol

to further enhance the security of the PP protocol.

Keywords: GHZ State; Ping-Pong Protocol; Three-Qubit

State.

1 Introduction

Ever since Bennett and Brassard [1] proposed the BB84

protocol for Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), a lot of

progress has been made to discuss and analyze new

protocols for secure transmission of a key [2–6]. Quan-

tum Secure Direct Communication (QSDC) added another

dimension to cryptographic protocols where the users in
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the protocol can communicate directly without generat-

ing a secure key in advance [7–11]. The first QSDC pro-

tocol was a block transmission–based Einstein, Podolsky

and Rosen (EPR) state–encoded scheme with high capac-

ity since the four possible states of EPR pair were used to

encode two bits of information [7]. In this scheme, how-

ever, the key or information sent was known to the sender

even before sending the block of EPR pair partner parti-

cles to the receiver [8]. Using the similar concept of shar-

ing sequence of particles in EPR pairs, a two-way opera-

tion encoded QSDC was suggested [9]. These two schemes

have recently been experimentally demonstrated for long-

distance quantum communication [12, 13]. Inspired by the

BB84 QKD scheme [1], QSDC scheme using single pho-

tons inbatheswasproposed,where two-bit secretmessage

was encoded on single photons using twodifferent unitary

operations [10]. As a proof-of-principle demonstration, a

new protocol based on the above concept has been prac-

tically implemented with single-photon frequency coding

[14]. Moreover, recently, the single-photon QSDC scheme

[10] has been practically realised with communications

at a distance of 1.5 kilometres [15]. Interestingly, Luca-

marini and Mancini [11] proposed a two-way determinis-

tic communication protocol without entanglement, which

was a special case of the single-photon QSDC scheme sug-

gested by Deng and Long [10]. Furthermore, Deng and

Long showed that this protocol can be used as a practical

two-way QKD protocol with the use of faint laser pulses

containing not more than two single photons [16]. Quite

recently, measurement device–independent QSDC proto-

col has been reported using EPR pairs and single photons

[17, 18].

In this article, we have considered the ping-pong

(PP) protocol based on an entangled resource, proposed

by Bostrom and Felbinger [19] for the purpose of anal-

ysis. It allows asymptotically secure key distribution

and quasi-secure direct communication. Following this,

Ostermeyer and Walenta [20] have demonstrated a pro-

totype implementation of a deterministic secure cod-

ing based on PP protocol using polarisation entangled

photons. In addition, Chen et al. [21] experimentally

demonstrated a loss-tolerant deterministic QKD session

by following a modified PP protocol. The security of PP

protocol, however, was questioned by Wojcik [22] and
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Zhang et al. [23]. Furthermore, Cai [24] implemented a

denial-of-service (DoS) attack on the protocol and also

suggested improvements to protect the protocol against

this attack. On similar lines, an invisible photon eaves-

dropping attack was proposed on the protocol, and mod-

ifications to avoid this attack were also suggested [25].

A seminal contribution in this regard was the proposal

of addition of quantum dialogue version to PP protocol

so as to prevent Intercept-and-Resend (IR) attack on the

travel photons [26]. Although many different eavesdrop-

ping operations were studied to attack PP protocol, it

proved secure for the ideal case of a perfect quantum

channel [27–30]. For imperfect and noisy channels, how-

ever, there was no general security proof existing initially,

and hence many modified versions of the control mode

were suggested to improve the security of the protocol

[26, 31–33]. Later, experimentally feasible modification to

the protocol were proposed which proved its security in

noisy and lossy channels as well [34].

As the protocol was proved a quasi-secure means of

direct communication in a two-party system, many multi-

party extensions of the protocol were proposed [35–37].

Chamoli and Bhandari [35] showed that Greenberger–

Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) states can be used to send three-

bit information where one-bit information can be sent by

sender 1 and two-bit information can be sent by sender 2

to a common receiver. Naseri [38] commented on this pro-

tocol by pointing out that if one of the sender is dishonest,

he or she can very easily know the information being sent

by the other sender, without being caught. For two-qubit

entanglement based on ψ and ϕ Bell states, Pavicic [39]

has shown that in most quantum direct communication

protocols an eavesdropper is able to distinguishbetweenψ

andϕ stateswithout disturbing the desiredmessage in the

message mode and without being detected in the control

mode [39]. The modified version of control mode, how-

ever, is able to detect an eavesdropper performing Pavi-

cic’s attack on quantum direct communication protocols

using Bell states [32, 33].

In this article, we demonstrate that Pavicic attack

leads to a much bigger threat to the PP protocol pro-

posed by Chamoli and Bhandari [35] for communicating

three bits of information. Further, in general, quantum

quasi-secure direct communication protocols utilise max-

imally entangled states such as two-qubit Bell states or

three-qubit GHZ states for quasi-secure transmission of

messages and secure transmission of quantum key from

a sender to a receiver. We therefore, raise a question of

analysing theusefulness of three-qubit partially entangled

states for the PP protocol. For this, we use two different

sets of partially entangled three-qubit orthogonal and non

orthogonal states. Our analysis shows that the use of set

of orthogonal partially entangled three-qubit states for PP

protocol leads to similar results as can be obtained by

using maximally entangled three-qubit GHZ states. More-

over, we found that the use of nonorthogonal set of par-

tially entangled states for PPprotocol is preferable over the

use of orthogonal set of partially entangled states. Inter-

estingly, for communicating two bits of information, the

nonorthogonal set of states further offer enhanced secu-

rity and better qubit efficiency [40] over two two-qubit Bell

states. Clearly, the enhanced security and efficiency comes

at the cost of performing positive operator-valued mea-

surements for distinguishing the nonorthogonal states.

During the analysis of various Eavesdropping attacks, we

further demonstrate that an eavesdropper gets caught in

control mode, message mode and/or Quantum Bit Error

Rate (QBER) evaluation with better prospects, whenever

partially entangled nonorthogonal set of states are shared

between the users instead of two Bell states. However, for

Nguyen’s attack [26, 41], we find that our states are vul-

nerable to IR attack in a similar manner as two-qubit Bell

states. In addition, we demonstrate that a more secure

protocol can be formulated by randomly sharing maxi-

mally entangledGHZ state alongwith apartially entangled

three-qubit state.

2 Failure of Ping Pong Protocol to

Transfer Three-Bit Information

Chamoli and Bhandari [35] proposed a PP protocol with

three-qubit GHZ state as the initial resource where the

receiver can simultaneously receive three-bit information

from two parties. For this, Alice prepares the initial state

in any of the following GHZ states:

|ψ1,2⟩ =
1√
2
(|010⟩ ± |101⟩)ABC

|ψ3,4⟩ =
1√
2
(|100⟩ ± |011⟩)ABC

|ψ5,6⟩ =
1√
2
(|000⟩ ± |111⟩)ABC

|ψ7,8⟩ =
1√
2
(|110⟩ ± |001⟩)ABC (1)

After preparing the three-qubit state, Alice sends particles

B and C (travel photons) to Bob and Charlie, respectively,

retaining particle A (home photon) with her. In control

mode, Bob and Charlie simply measure the polarisation of

their photons in the computational basis and inform Alice

about their measurement outcomes via a public channel.

Alice also measures the polarisation of her home photon
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and verifies if themeasurement results are consistent with

the initial shared state. In case of inconsistency of results,

eavesdropping is suspected, and communication is ter-

minated. In message mode, Charlie performs one of the

four unitary operations on his particle C, i.e. I = |0⟩⟨0| +

|1⟩⟨1|, σx = |0⟩⟨1| + |1⟩⟨0|, iσy = |0⟩⟨1| − |1⟩⟨0|, or σz =

|0⟩⟨0| − |1⟩⟨1| to encode two-bit information 00, 01, 10,

or 11, respectively. Similarly, Bob performs either I or iσy

on his particle B to encode one-bit information. These

eight operations have been constructed while studying

general superdense coding protocol between multiparties

[42]. After performing their individual unitary operations

on both the travel photons B and C, Bob and Charlie send

them back to Alice, who then performs a three-qubit GHZ

state measurement to distinguish the eight different set of

encodings. For eavesdropping, Chamoli and Bhandari [35]

considered an attack, where Eve prepares four auxiliary

photons (Bx,By,Cx, andCy)with two ancilla photons in the

state |vv⟩BxCx and the other two ancilla photons in the state
|00⟩ByCy (where “v” denotes vacuum). As per her strategy,

Eve combines two of the auxiliary modes (|v0⟩BxBy ) with
the particle B and the remaining two (|v0⟩CxCy ) with the

particle C. Eve’s operations on the combined state lead

to 50 % channel loss in the control mode, 25 % of which

occurs due to travel photon B sent to Bob and the remain-

ing 25 % occurs due to travel photon C sent to Charlie.

Moreover, by performing such an attack, Eve also gets

detected in the message mode, due to induced channel

loss, in 50 % of the cases, and by Alice receiving two pho-

tons through Bob’s and Charlie’s channels, in 25 % of the

cases. Therefore, they suggested that the protocol with a

three-particle GHZ state as the initial shared state stands

secure against such an attack [35].

In this section, we show that using the extensions

of Pavicic’s [39] attack, an eavesdropper can gain vital

information without being detected in the control mode.

Interestingly, Eve can perform the eavesdropping attack

to know two out of the three bits of information commu-

nicated securely. If Pavicic’s attack is applied by Eve on

travel paths of photonsB andC, respectively; in the PPpro-

tocol proposed by Chamoli and Bhandari [35], the encod-

ing operations I and iσy of Bob can be easily distinguished

byEve.Also, twoout of the four operationsof Charlie could

be easily recognised by an eavesdropper without being

caught in the control mode. This can be accomplished by

Eve if she prepares the same four auxiliary modes (Bx, Cx,

By andCy) and attaches them to the travel photonsB andC.

The proposed attack operation for two travel photons can

be given as

P = PBBxBy ⊗ PCCxCy

where

PBBxBy = CNOTBBy (CNOTBBx ⊗ IBy )(IB ⊗ PBSBxBy )

× CNOTBBy (CNOTBBx ⊗ IBy )(IB ⊗ HBx ⊗ HBy )

PCCxCy = CNOTCCy (CNOTCCx ⊗ ICy )(IC ⊗ PBSBxBy )

× CNOTCCy (CNOTCCx ⊗ ICy )(IC ⊗ HCx ⊗ HCy )

(2)

Eve performs attack P on the travel photons when they are

sent from Alice to Bob and Charlie. After Bob and Charlie

encode their information and send travel photons back to

Alice, Eve performs P† on photonsB and Cwhere P† is con-

jugate transpose of P. The presence of Eve goes undetected

in control mode, as the correlation of the initial shared

state is undisturbed by the attack P. Assuming that three

parties share the GHZ state |ψ1⟩ABC [from (1)] as a starting

resource, the final state of Alice’s and Eve’s photons after

each encoding operation and attack is as follows:

[P†(IB ⊗ IC)P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ σCz )P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ψ2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ σCx )P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ψ3⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ iσCy )P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ψ4⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(iσBy ⊗ IC)P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ψ6⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(iσBy ⊗ σCz )P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ψ5⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(iσBy ⊗ σCx )P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= −|ψ8⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(iσBy ⊗ iσCy )P]|ψ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= −|ψ7⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy (3)

Therefore, Eve can conclude that

– a click of By and Cy detectors means either IB ⊗ IC or

IB ⊗ σCz has been applied by Bob and Charlie,

– a click of By and Cx detectors means either IB ⊗ σCx or

IB ⊗ iσCy has been applied by Bob and Charlie,

– a click of Bx and Cy detectors means either iσBy ⊗ IC or

iσBy ⊗ σCz has been applied by Bob and Charlie, and

– a click of Bx and Cx detectors means either iσBy ⊗ σCx or

iσBy ⊗ iσCy has been applied by Bob and Charlie.
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Hence, four of eight encoding operations of Bob and

Charlie can be distinguished by Eve without being

detected as Eve’s ancillary states are decoupled from the

shared state between Alice, Bob, and Charlie. So, Eve can

accurately know two out of three classical bits of informa-

tion being transferred from Bob, and Charlie to Alice. It

can also be easily computed that for Eve’s operation set

in (2) the mutual information between Alice and Eve, or

Bob and Eve, is two bits. Therefore, the protocol becomes

highly insecure in terms of information leaked to a third

party.

3 Use of Partially Entangled States

in PP Protocol

In this section, we analyse the efficiency of partially

entangled three-qubit states for PP protocol. For this, we

propose to use partially entangled states belonging to

the GHZ class, i.e. |χ⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ + sinθ|011⟩ −

cosθ|101⟩ + cosθ|110⟩]. The reason for selecting par-

tially entangled |χ⟩ states over partially entangled gener-

alised GHZ states, i.e. |ψ⟩GHZ = sinθ|000⟩ + cosθ|111⟩,
lies in the fact that the nonlocal correlations between

qubits in |χ⟩ states are always more in comparison

to the nonlocal correlations between qubits in |ψ⟩GHZ
states. For example, considering quantum discord as

a measure of nonclassical correlations for a quantum

system, Figure 1 shows the comparison between the

value of discord for |χ⟩ and |ψ⟩GHZ states. Clearly, the

value of quantum discord for |χ⟩ states exceeds that

of GHZ class states for any given value of the state

parameter θ.

2.5
GHZ state: |ψ〉

GHZ
 = sinθ|000〉 + cosθ|111〉

Chi state: |χ〉 = 2–1/2 [sinθ|000〉 + sinθ|011〉 – cosθ|101〉 + cosθ|110〉]

2

1.5

D
is

c
o
rd

1

0.5

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

θ in radians

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Figure 1: Comparison of quantum discord for generalised GHZ and

|χ⟩ states.

3.1 Nonmaximally Entangled States with

Orthogonal Basis

The above protocol can also be accomplished if Alice,

Bob, and Charlie share one of the following nonmaximally

entangled orthonormal set of states:

|χ1⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ + sinθ|101⟩ + cosθ|110⟩

− cosθ|011⟩]ABC

|χ2⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ − sinθ|101⟩ + cosθ|110⟩

+ cosθ|011⟩]ABC

|χ3⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|001⟩ + sinθ|100⟩ + cosθ|111⟩

− cosθ|010⟩]ABC

|χ4⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|001⟩ − sinθ|100⟩ + cosθ|111⟩

+ cosθ|010⟩]ABC

|χ5⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|010⟩ + sinθ|111⟩ + cosθ|100⟩

− cosθ|001⟩]ABC

|χ6⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|010⟩ − sinθ|111⟩ + cosθ|100⟩

+ cosθ|001⟩]ABC

|χ7⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|011⟩ + sinθ|110⟩ + cosθ|101⟩

− cosθ|000⟩]ABC

|χ8⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|011⟩ − sinθ|110⟩ + cosθ|101⟩

+ cosθ|000⟩]ABC (4)

After preparing the three particles A, B, and C in one of

the above states, Alice sends particle B to Bob and particle

C to Charlie, retaining particle A (home photon) with her.

The controlmode is the same as presented by Chamoli and

Bhandari [35]. Inmessagemode, Charlie performs either of

the four unitary operations (I, σx, iσy, or σz) on his particle

C to encode two-bit information 00, 01, 10, and 11, respec-

tively. Similarly, Bob performs I or σx on his particle B to

encode one-bit information. After performing these opera-

tions, Bob and Charlie send back their respective photons

to Alice, who then performs a joint three-qubit measure-

ment or consecutive single-qubit and Bell basis measure-

ment to find out the operations performed by Bob and

Charlie.

Assuming that the threeparties share the state |χ1⟩ABC
in the beginning of the protocol andEveperforms the same
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attack operation P and P† on travel photons as in (2), the

final state evolves as follows:

[P†(IB ⊗ IC)P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ σCz )P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |χ2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ σCx )P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |χ3⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ iσCy )P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= −|χ4⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBx ⊗ IC)P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |χ5⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBx ⊗ σCz )P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |χ6⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBx ⊗ σCx )P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |χ7⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy , and

[P†(σBx ⊗ iσCy )P]|χ1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= −|χ8⟩ABC|0v⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy (5)

Thus, Eve infers that

– a click of By and Cy detectors means either IB ⊗ IC or

IB ⊗ σCz has been applied by Bob and Charlie,

– a click of By and Cx detectors means either IB ⊗ σCx or

IB ⊗ iσCy has been applied by Bob and Charlie,

– a click of Bx and Cy detectors means either σBx ⊗ IC or

σBx ⊗ σCz has been applied by Bob and Charlie, and

– a click of Bx and Cx detectors means either σBx ⊗ σCx or

σBx ⊗ iσCy has been applied by Bob and Charlie.

Similar to the previous case, Eve can accurately get two

out of three classical bits of information being transferred

from Bob and Charlie to Alice without being detected in

the control mode. Therefore, by sharing a nonmaximally

entangled state, the PP protocol remains vulnerable to

the attack in (2). We found that if we start with a set of

nonmaximally entangled nonorthogonal states, then the

amount of information leaked to the eavesdropper can be

significantly reduced. Therefore, we propose a PP protocol

for transfer of three-bit information using nonmaximally

entangled nonorthogonal basis.

3.2 Nonmaximally Entangled States with

Nonorthogonal Basis

For this, let Alice prepare one of the following states (any

four of which form an orthonormal set):

|ω1⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ + sinθ|011⟩ + cosθ|101⟩

− cosθ|110⟩]ABC

|ω2⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ + sinθ|011⟩ − cosθ|101⟩

+ cosθ|110⟩]ABC

|ω3⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ − sinθ|011⟩ + cosθ|101⟩

+ cosθ|110⟩]ABC

|ω4⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|000⟩ − sinθ|011⟩ − cosθ|101⟩

− cosθ|110⟩]ABC

|ω5⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|001⟩ + sinθ|010⟩ + cosθ|100⟩

− cosθ|111⟩]ABC

|ω6⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|001⟩ + sinθ|010⟩ − cosθ|100⟩

+ cosθ|111⟩]ABC

|ω7⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|001⟩ − sinθ|010⟩ + cosθ|100⟩

+ cosθ|111⟩]ABC

|ω8⟩ =
1√
2
[sinθ|001⟩ − sinθ|010⟩ − cosθ|100⟩

− cosθ|111⟩]ABC (6)

After preparing the three particles A, B, and C in one

of the above states, Alice sends particle B to Bob and

particle C to Charlie, retaining particle A (home photon)

with her. The control mode is the same as presented by

Chamoli and Bhandari [35]. In messagemode, Charlie per-

forms either of the four unitary operations (I, σx, iσy,

or σz) on his particle C to encode two-bit information

00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively. Similarly, Bob performs

I or σz on his particle B to encode one-bit informa-

tion. After performing these operations, Bob and Char-

lie send back their photons to Alice, who in order to

distinguish between the nonorthogonal states first per-

forms R = CNOTACCNOTCBHBCNOTBCCNOTCACNOTBA
on three photons. Alice further performs a single-qubit

measurement in computational basis on photons A and

B followed by a positive operator-valued measurement on

photon C with the following operators:

E1 = cos2θ|0⟩⟨0| − sinθcosθ|0⟩⟨1| − sinθcosθ|1⟩⟨0|
+ sin2θ|1⟩⟨1|

E2 = cos2θ|0⟩⟨0| + sinθcosθ|0⟩⟨1| + sinθcosθ|1⟩⟨0|
+ sin2θ|1⟩⟨1|

E3 = I − E1 − E2

(7)
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The effect of these operations can be summarised as

follows:

R|ω1⟩ABC = |0⟩A|0⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ + cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω2⟩ABC = |0⟩A|0⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ − cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω3⟩ABC = |0⟩A|1⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ + cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω4⟩ABC = |0⟩A|1⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ − cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω5⟩ABC = |1⟩A|1⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ + cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω6⟩ABC = |1⟩A|1⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ − cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω7⟩ABC = |1⟩A|0⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ + cosθ|1⟩)C
R|ω8⟩ABC = |1⟩A|0⟩B(sinθ|0⟩ − cosθ|1⟩)C (8)

As Bob encodes using I and σz operations, Bob’s infor-

mation is secure against Eve’s attack [39]. But, half of the

encoding operations of Charlie can be easily understood

by Eve without being caught in the control mode. Assum-

ing that the three parties share the state |ω2⟩ABC in the

beginning of the protocol and assuming that Eve performs

the same attack operation P on the travel photons as in (2),

the final state evolves as follows:

[P†(IB ⊗ IC)P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ σCz )P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ω3⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBz ⊗ IC)P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ω4⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBz ⊗ σCz )P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ω1⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy , (9)

[P†(IB ⊗ σCx )P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ω6⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(IB ⊗ iσCy )P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= −|ω7⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBz ⊗ σCx )P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= |ω8⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy ,

[P†(σBz ⊗ iσCy )P]|ω2⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |v0⟩CxCy
= −|ω5⟩ABC|v0⟩BxBy |0v⟩CxCy (10)

In this way, Eve knows that

– a click of By and Cy detectors means either IB ⊗ IC,

IB ⊗ σCz , σ
B
z ⊗ IC, or σBz ⊗ σCz has been applied by Bob

and Charlie (9), and

– a click of By and Cx detectors means either IB ⊗ σCx ,

IB ⊗ iσCy , σ
B
z ⊗ σCx , or σ

B
z ⊗ iσCy has been applied by Bob

and Charlie (10).

Therefore, in this case, only two sets of encoding oper-

ations of Bob and Charlie can be distinguished by Eve.

Hence, Eve can correctly guess one classical bit of trans-

ferred information without being detected in the control

mode.

Theaboveanalysis clearly demonstrates that for trans-

fer of three classical bits of information using a quantum

direct communication protocol, if the initial shared state

between the parties is a partially entangled state chosen

from a set of nonorthogonal basis, then the protocol is less

susceptible to eavesdropping than sharing a GHZ state.

The only cost one has to pay is the application of some

gates and positive operator-valuedmeasurement to distin-

guish these nonorthogonal states. In any case, the proto-

col is not completely secure for three bits of information

transfer.

4 Two-Bit Information Transfer

Using Partially Entangled

Nonorthogonal States

Only one-bit secure information can be sent using three-

qubitmaximally entangledGHZ states as explained above.

In order to propose a secure protocol, one needs to use par-

tially entangled nonorthogonal states in a PP protocol for

transferring two bits of information instead of three. Then,

the four operations in (9) can be used for encoding two

classical bits of information as follows:

– SBC0,0 = IB ⊗ IC to send 00

– SBC0,1 = IB ⊗ σCz to send 01

– SBC1,0 = σBz ⊗ IC to send 10

– SBC1,1 = σBz ⊗ σCz to send 11

Alice prepares any of the states in (6) and sends photons

B and C to Bob and keeps photon A with herself. Now,

Bob can perform the above operations on B and C to send

two bits of information to Alice. Alice and Bob may also

share two Bell states to share two bits of information [19].

But, it is shown in the following section of our article how

Bell states being completely entangled are more suscep-

tible to eavesdropping than a partially entangled state.

The control mode remains the same as in the original PP

protocol [19].

5 Vulnerability to Various Attacks

In this section, we compare the vulnerability of the above

protocol to transfer two-bit information using Wojcik’s
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attack [22], Pavicic’s attack [39], and two efficient attacks

proposed by us, one of which uses controlled function-

ality of a polarisation beam splitter. In each attack, Eve

attaches two ancillary photons (a vacuum and a horizon-

tally polarised photon) for each travel photon. The analy-

sis is compared with a protocol where two Bell states are

used as initial resource as against the set of states in (6).

Without eavesdropping, when Alice prepares |ω2⟩ABC as

the starting source, the four encoding operations yield the

following states:

IB ⊗ IC|ω2⟩ABC = |ω2⟩ABC
IB ⊗ σCz |ω2⟩ABC = |ω3⟩ABC
σBz ⊗ IC|ω2⟩ABC = |ω4⟩ABC
σBz ⊗ σCz |ω2⟩ABC = |ω1⟩ABC (11)

On the other hand, when Alice prepares two Bell states

|ψ+⟩A1B|ψ+⟩A2C as the starting source, the four encoding

operations yield the following states:

IB ⊗ IC[|ψ+⟩A1B|ψ
+⟩A2C] = |ψ+⟩A1B|ψ

+⟩A2C

IB ⊗ σCz [|ψ+⟩A1B|ψ
+⟩A2C] = −|ψ+⟩A1B|ψ

−⟩A2C

σBz ⊗ IC[|ψ+⟩A1B|ψ
+⟩A2C] = −|ψ−⟩A1B|ψ

+⟩A2C

σBz ⊗ σCz [|ψ+⟩A1B|ψ
+⟩A2C] = |ψ−⟩A1B|ψ

−⟩A2C (12)

1. According to Wojcik’s [22] attack operation, Eve

attaches |v0⟩x1y1 |v0⟩x2y2 to the initial shared state

and performs an attack W = SBx1SCx2CPBSBx1y1
CPBSCx2y2Hy1Hy2 when Alice sends the two travel pho-

tons to Bob, where CPBSBx1y1 = CNOTBy1 (CNOTBx1 ⊗
Iy1 )(IB ⊗ PBSx1y1 ) × CNOTBy1 (CNOTBx1 ⊗ Iy1 ) and

CPBSCx2y2 = CNOTCy2 (CNOTCx2 ⊗ Iy2 )(IC⊗PBSx2y2 )×
CNOTBy2 (CNOTBx2 ⊗ Iy2 ). Here S stands for a swap

operation, CNOT for a Controlled-NOT operation, where

NOT is a spin flip operation, and H for a Hadamard

transformation. Assuming that Alice prepares a par-

tially entangled state |ω2⟩ABC and sends photons B and
C to Bob, if Eve performs Wojcik’s attack on the travel

photons from Alice to Bob, the state reduces to

W|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 =
sinθ

2
√
2
[00000vv + 00v00v1

+ 0v0001v + 0vv0011 + 0vv1100 + 0v1110v

+ 01v11v0 + 01111vv] +
cosθ

2
√
2
[1v0100v

+ 1vv1001 + 11010vv + 11v10v1 − 10v01v0

− 10101vv − 1vv0110 − 1v1011v]ABCx1x2y1y2
(13)

Now, if Bob chooses to operate in control mode, Eve

will be caught in 75 % of cases due to the introduction

of vacuum states in the travel photons B and C. But, if

Bob opts for message mode, he will encode using one

of the above four unitary operations in (11). Photons B

and C that are replaced by vacuum states will remain

unaffected by those encoding operations, and hence

the final state that Alice will measure after the travel

photons reach back to her will be different from (11).

After eavesdropping, themeasurement resultswill be as

follows:

W†
[IB ⊗ IC]W|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

= |ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2
W†

[IB ⊗ σCz ]W|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

=
1

2

[︀

(|ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩]ABC)|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2
+(|ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩)ABC|vv01⟩x1x2y1y2

]︀

W†
[σBz ⊗ IC]W|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

=
1

2

[︀

(|ω2⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2
+(|ω2⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv10⟩x1x2y1y2

]︀

W†
[σBz ⊗ σCz ]W|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

=
1

4

[︀

(|ω1⟩ + |ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2
+ (|ω1⟩ + |ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv11⟩x1x2y1y2
− (|ω1⟩ − |ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv10⟩x1x2y1y2
−(|ω1⟩ − |ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv01⟩x1x2y1y2

]︀

(14)

As Alice does not get the measurement result as desired

byBob, themutual information betweenAlice (receiver)

and Bob (sender) reduces from 2 bits to 0.6225 bit. Also,

the mutual information between Bob (sender) and Eve

is 0.6225 bit, and that between Alice (receiver) and Eve

is 0.1474 bit. The mutual information obtained between

different users is the same as the mutual information

when Eve performsWojcik’s operation on the two travel

photons, which are a part of two Bell pairs [22]. The

only difference between the two protocols is in terms

of Eve’s chances of getting detected in control mode.

While using two Bell pairs, Eve introduces vacuum in

the travel photons in half the cases, and hence her prob-

ability of beingdetected in controlmode is 50 % [22]. On

the other hand,when the protocol employs anω state as

the initial shared state, then Eve’s detection probabil-

ity rises to 75 %. Thus, to avoid information leak under

such attacks, a |ω⟩ state will be preferred over two Bell
states.
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2. Now if we consider Pavicic’s [39] attack opera-

tion, which has no swap operation but additional

Hadamard on the “x” photons of Eve, i.e. P =

CPBSBx1y1CPBSCx2y2Hx1Hx2Hy1Hy2 , then Eve does not

get detected in the control mode as no vacuum photons

are introduced. Also, Eve does not get any information

by performing such an operation whether the protocol

uses a |ω⟩ state or two Bell states.
3. To further analyse the security of this protocol, we pro-

pose an efficient attack operation, similar to the attack

proposed by Zhang et al. [23]. In this eavesdropping

attack, Eve gets same information as in Wojcik’s attack,

but gets detected with a lesser probability. Eve attaches

|v0⟩x1y1 |v0⟩x2y2 to the initial shared state and performs

Q = CPBSy1Bx1CPBSy2Cx2CNOTBy1CNOTCy2CPBSBx1y1
CPBSCx2y2Hy1Hy2 when Alice sends two travel pho-

tons to Bob. This proposed eavesdropping operation

contains 36 controlled NOT operations, eight polarisa-

tion beam splitters, and four Hadamard operations,

as opposed to Wojcik’s attack, which contains 16

controlled NOT operations, four polarisation beam

splitters, four swap operations, and four Hadamard

operations. Although the above proposed attack

involves more operations than Wojcik’s attack, it is

worthwhile to study this attack because of the assump-

tion that Eve has unlimited power constrained only by

the laws of physics, and it further leads to reduction in

Eve’s chances of detection.

Assuming that Alice prepares a partially entangled

state |ω2⟩ABC and sends photons B and C to Bob, if

Eve performs our proposed attack on the travel photons

from Alice to Bob, the state reduces to

Q|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 =
sinθ

2
√
2
[00000vv + 0000vv1

+ 000v01v + 000vv11 + 0vv1111 + 0v1111v

+ 01v11v1 + 01111vv] +
cosθ

2
√
2
[1v0101v

+ 1v01v11 + 11010vv + 1101vv1 − 10v01v1

− 10101vv − 10vv111 − 101v11v]ABCx1x2y1y2
(15)

Now, if Bob chooses to operate in control mode, Eve

will be caught in
(︁

3+ cos2θ
8 × 100

)︁

% cases due to the

introduction of vacuum states in the travel photons

B and C. But, if Bob opts for message mode, he will

encode using one of the above four unitary operations

in (11), and hence the final state that Alice will mea-

sure after the travel photons reach back to her will

be the same [as (14)] as the measurement results after

Wojcik’s attack. Therefore,mutual information between

the parties remains the same, as after Wojcik’s attack.

However, when twoBell states are shared betweenAlice

and Bob, Eve introduces vacuum with a probability of

0.4375 and hence gets caught in 43.75 % of cases. For

θ ∈ (0∘, 45∘), the controlmode detection is betterwhen

an ω state is shared, because the probability of Eve get-

ting caught is more than the scenario in which two Bell

states are shared.

4. Furthermore, we found another attack operation in

which Eve attaches |v0⟩x1y1 |v0⟩x2y2 to the initial shared
state and performs two attacks when Alice sends two

travel photons to Bob. Eve first performs the same oper-

ation Q as proposed above, and then she applies an

additional beam splitter (“bs” gate), which lets the pho-

tons B and x1 pass through a beam splitter. The beam

splitter is constructed such that it transmits (reflects)

1 (0). Although the eavesdropping operation proposed

here contains an additional polarisation beam split-

ters as compared to our first eavesdropping operation,

it is an efficient attack operation because Eve gets

relatively hidden by balancing the errors introduced

in both control and message mode. This operation

when performed on a partially entangled state |ω2⟩ABC
yields

bs[Q|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 ] =
sinθ

2
√
2
[00000vv

+ 0000vv1 + 000v01v + 000vv11 + 01vv111

+ 011v11v + 01v11v1 + 01111vv]

+
cosθ

2
√
2
[110v01v + 110vv11 + 11010vv

+ 1101vv1 − 10v01v1 − 10101vv − 10vv111

−101v11v]ABCx1x2y1y2 (16)

and when the same operation is performed on two Bell

states, gives

bs[Q|ψ+⟩A1B|v0⟩x1y1 |ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ]

=
1

4

[︀

|01⟩A1B|v1 + 1v⟩x1y1 + |10⟩A1B|0v + v1⟩x1y1
]︀

⊗ [|0v11 + 011v + 100v + 10v1⟩A2Cx2y2 ] (17)

Now, Bob (sender) can perform the encoding operations

on the partially entangled state in (16) and assume that

Alice (receiver) will get the states as in (11) on eachmea-

surement as per her operations. In case of Bell pairs,

Bob (sender) assumes Alice (receiver) will get the states

as in (12).
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But in presence of Eve, the above ideal case does

not occur. Eve performsQ† operation, and the final state

evolves as follows:

Q†[IB ⊗ IC]bs(Q(|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 ))

=
1

2
(|ω2⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

+
1

4
(|ω2⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00 − vv10⟩x1x2y1y2

+
1

2
√
2
(sinθ|0v1⟩ + cosθ|1v0⟩)ABC|1v00

− 1v10⟩x1x2y1y2
Q†
[IB ⊗ σCz ]bs(Q(|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 ))

=
1

4
(|ω1⟩ + |ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

+
1

8
(|ω1⟩ + |ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv01

− vv11⟩x1x2y1y2 − 1

4
(|ω1⟩ − |ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩

− |ω4⟩)ABC|vv01⟩x1x2y1y2 − 1

8
(|ω1⟩ − |ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩

+ |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00 − vv10⟩x1x2y1y2

+
sinθ

2
√
2

|0v1⟩ABC|1v01 − 1v11⟩x1x2y1y2

+
cosθ

2
√
2

|1v0⟩ABC|1v00 − 1v10⟩x1x2y1y2

Q†
[σBz ⊗ IC]bs(Q(|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 ))

=
1

2
(|ω2⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

− 1

4
(|ω2⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00 − vv10⟩x1x2y1y2

− 1

2
√
2
(sinθ|0v1⟩ + cosθ|1v0⟩)ABC|1v00

− 1v10⟩x1x2y1y2
Q†
[σBz ⊗ σCz ]bs(Q(|ω2⟩ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2 ))

=
1

4
(|ω1⟩ + |ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩ + |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00⟩x1x2y1y2

− 1

8
(|ω1⟩ + |ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩ − |ω4⟩)ABC|vv01

− vv11⟩x1x2y1y2 − 1

4
(|ω1⟩ − |ω2⟩ + |ω3⟩

− |ω4⟩)ABC|vv01⟩x1x2y1y2 +
1

8
(|ω1⟩ − |ω2⟩ − |ω3⟩

+ |ω4⟩)ABC|vv00 − vv10⟩x1x2y1y2

− sinθ

2
√
2

|0v1⟩ABC|1v01 − 1v11⟩x1x2y1y2

− cosθ

2
√
2

|1v0⟩ABC|1v00 − 1v10⟩x1x2y1y2 (18)

or

Q†
[IB ⊗ IC]bs(Q(|ψ+⟩A1B|v0⟩x1y1 |ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ))

=
1

4
[|ψ+⟩A1B(3|v0⟩ − |v1⟩)x1y1 − |ψ−⟩A1B(|v0⟩

+ |v1⟩)x1y1 +

√
2|0v⟩A1B(|10⟩ − |11⟩)x1y1 ]

⊗ [|ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ]

Q†
[IB ⊗ σCz ]bs(Q(|ψ+⟩A1B|v0⟩x1y1 |ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ))

=
1

8
[|ψ+⟩A1B(3|v0⟩ − |v1⟩)x1y1 − |ψ−⟩A1B(|v0⟩

+ |v1⟩)x1y1 +

√
2|0v⟩A1B(|10⟩ − |11⟩)x1y1 ]

⊗ [|ψ+⟩A2C(|v0⟩ + |v1⟩)x2y2 − |ψ−⟩A2C(|v0⟩
− |v1⟩)x2y2 ]

Q†
[σBz ⊗ IC]bs(Q(|ψ+⟩A1B|v0⟩x1y1 |ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ))

=
1

4
[|ψ+⟩A1B(|v0⟩ + |v1⟩)x1y1 − |ψ−⟩A1B(3|v0⟩

− |v1⟩)x1y1 −
√
2|0v⟩A1B(|10⟩ − |11⟩)x1y1 ]

⊗ [|ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ]

Q†
[σBz ⊗ σCz ]bs(Q(|ψ+⟩A1B|v0⟩x1y1 |ψ+⟩A2C|v0⟩x2y2 ))

=
1

8
[|ψ+⟩A1B(|v0⟩ + |v1⟩)x1y1 − |ψ−⟩A1B(3|v0⟩

− |v1⟩)x1y1 −
√
2|0v⟩A1B(|10⟩ − |11⟩)x1y1 ]

⊗ [|ψ+⟩A2C(|v0⟩ + |v1⟩)x2y2 − |ψ−⟩A2C(|v0⟩
− |v1⟩)x2y2 ] (19)

Equation (18) shows the measurement outcomes in

case of |ω2⟩ state, and (19) shows the measurement

outcomes in case of two Bell states. The above equa-

tions clearly indicate that in control mode Eve gets

detected in 25 % of cases. Moreover, in message mode,

because Alice has received a vacuum photon instead

of a polarised photon in 25 % of cases, she does not

get any measurement result with a probability of 25 %.

This consistency of getting vacuum or no result in both

control mode and message mode in almost equal, i.e.

25 % of cases, may confuse Alice and Bob about a pos-

sible induced channel loss, and eavesdropping may get

concealed easily.

5. Finally, we analyze an efficient attack proposed by

Nguyen [26]. Similar to the case of PP protocol using a

Bell pair, the DoS attack by an eavesdropper goes unde-

tected in the discussed protocol setup as well. How-

ever, one can always implement a similar modification

in the control mode as suggested by Nguyen for the

three-qubit PPprotocol at the cost of performinga three-

qubit measurement at the receiver’s end at every con-

trol mode. This modification prevents the occurrence of
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disturbance attack but is still susceptible to IR attack

[26]. For example, when the travel qubits “B” and “C”

are sent from Alice to Bob, Eve captures them on the

“ping” route and instead sends qubits “b” and “c” of the

prepared dummy state to Bob. The dummy qubits can

be part of two entangled dummy Bell pairs. Bob now

performs the message encoding on these dummy pho-

tons and sends themback to Alice. On the “pong” route,

Eve again captures the dummy qubits and performs the

required measurements (Bell state measurements) on

the home and travel qubits of the dummy state. Thus,

Eve will know the message sent by Bob through the

encoding operations with certainty. Eve then performs

the same encoding operations on the travel photons

(B and C) sent by Alice and sends them back to Alice

through the “pong” route. This way, in the original PPP

setting, Eve knows the entire two-bit message sent by

Bob, without being caught. In order to make our proto-

col resistant to the IR attack pointed out by Nguyen [26],

we incorporate the quantum dialogue version into the

PPP using partially entangled states with nonorthog-

onal basis, which is discussed in the following para-

graph.

Similar to the modification suggested by Nguyen,

we assume that Alice encodes her message bits (k, l) by

applying SBCk,l on the prepared state and sends the travel

photons to Bob through the “ping” route. Alice also

announces that she has sent the travel qubits, which

is later acknowledged by Bob on receipt of the qubits.

Then, Bob encodes his message bits (i, j) by performing

the encoding SBCi,j on the travel photons and sends back

the travel qubits to Alice. On receiving the qubits, Alice

performs the required measurements on the qubits

as discussed previously to distinguish the four states

and thus decodes the encoded message. On perform-

ing these measurements, Alice publicly announces the

resultant message bits (let (x, y)) to Bob. As

SBCi,j S
BC
k,l = SBCi⊕k,j⊕l (20)

Alice comes to know Bob’s encoding by XORing the

resultant bits (x, y) with her ownmessage bits (k, l), i.e.

i = x ⊕ k = |x − k| and j = y ⊕ l = |y − l|. Similarly,

Bob comes to knowAlice’s encodingbyXORing thepub-

licly announced bits (x, y) with his own message bits

(i, j), i.e. k = x ⊕ i = |x − i| and l = y ⊕ j = |y − j|. An
eavesdropper’s attempt of interventionwill only involve

guessing the correct message bits: (i, j) or (k, l) as (x, y)

bits are already broadcasted. Eve may make a correct

guess inoneof four cases. Therefore, thedetectionprob-

ability of Eve for transmitting 2N bits message to (and

from) Alice from (and to) Bob is D = 1 −
(︀

1 − 3c
4

)︀

N
1−c

where c is the probability of control mode runs in the

total runs of the protocol [26].

Table 1 shows the values of mutual information and eaves-

dropper detection for various attacks with the use of an

ω state, two Bell states, and a GHZ state, respectively,

Table 1: Various attacks on PPP using an ω state, two Bell states, or a GHZ state for two-bit information transfer using a combination of

identity or σz operations on the travel photons.

Attacks by Eve Wojcik’s

attack

Pavicic’s

attack

Proposed

attack 1

Proposed

attack 2

One ω state I(sender : receiver) 0.6225 2 0.6225 0.5447

I(sender : eavesdropper) 0.6225 0 0.6225 0.5447

I(receiver : eavesdropper) 0.1474 0 0.1474 0.3666

Eve’s chances of detection in control mode 75 % 0 % 12.5(3 + cos2θ) % 25 %

Eve’s chances of detection in message mode 0 % 0 % 0 % 25 %

Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) 0.4375 0 0.4375 0.46875

Two Bell states I(sender : receiver) 0.6225 2 0.6225 0.8071

I(sender : eavesdropper) 0.6225 0 0.6225 0.5447

I(receiver : eavesdropper) 0.1474 0 0.1474 0.3666

Eve’s chances of detection in control mode 50 % 0 % 43.75 % 25 %

Eve’s chances of detection in message mode 0 % 0 % 0 % 25 %

QBER 0.4375 0 0.4375 0.28125

One GHZ state I(sender : receiver) 0.0488 1 0.0488 0.3112

I(sender : eavesdropper) 0 0 0 0

I(receiver : eavesdropper) 0.0488 0 0.0488 0.3112

Eve’s chances of detection in control mode 75 % 0 % 50 % 25 %

Eve’s chances of detection in message mode 0 % 0 % 0 % 25 %

QBER 0.375 0 0.375 0.625
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with the encoding operations I and σz on each travel

qubit. Although the probability of Eve’s detection remains

the same for both the |ω2⟩ state and two Bell states, the

mutual information between the sender and the receiver

introduced by our second proposed attack is different in

each case. Although the mutual information between the

sender and the receiver is lesser in the case ofω states, this

attack introduces higher error when an ω state is used as

compared to two Bell states. Therefore, when an ω state is

shared, there are higher chances of Eve being caughtwhen

QBER is calculated at the end of the protocol by compro-

mising fewmessage bits, making the protocol more secure

towards information leak. On the other hand, when two

Bell states are shared, Eve gains the same amount of infor-

mation, but may evade detection during verification by

QBER (as lesser QBER is attained).

Therefore, use of an ω state is preferable over two Bell

states. Another reason for preferring ω states is the three-

particle entanglement shared by them. Moreover, we can

compare the qubit efficiency of the protocol while using

an ω state with the use of two Bell states. For our compar-

ison, we have made a slight modification to the efficiency

proposed by Cabello [40, 43, 44]. Here we take efficiency

of our protocol as

η =
s

q
(21)

where s is the number of secret bits transferred, and q

is the number of qubits used as a resource in the pro-

tocol. As the success probability of the proposed posi-

tive operator-valued measurement in (7) is 1 − cos2θ,

the efficiency of PP protocol when using a three-qubit

partially entangled ω state from a nonorthogonal basis

set, for transfer of two-bit information, will be ηomega =

2×(1−cos2θ)
3 . But, the efficiency of PP protocol when using

two maximally entangled Bell states, for transfer of two-

bit information is ηbell =
2
4 = 0.5. We can easily see that

for all values of 37.7612∘
< θ 6 45∘, use of an ω state

makes the protocol more efficient over the use of two Bell

states.

Moreover, we can see that the information shared

between the sender, receiver, and the eavesdropper falls

down when a GHZ state is used as a resource. How-

ever, Eve’s detection probability in control and message

mode remains the same. Moreover, the QBER increases

in presence of proposed attack 2, which can otherwise

go undetected in control mode when the channel is more

than 25 % noisy. This makes GHZ states a useful shar-

ing resource for eavesdropper’s detection. Thus, mix-

ing ω states and GHZ states increases chances of an

eavesdropper detection on intervention at the cost of slight

downfall in the qubit efficiency, as discussed in the follow-

ing section.

6 Mixed Sharing of GHZ and ω

States for Secure QKD

In this section, we propose a more efficient PP protocol

where Alice and Bob share either a |ω⟩ state (for transfer of
two-bit information) or a GHZ state (for better eavesdrop-

per’s detection). Bob randomly chooses to prepare a |ω⟩
state or a GHZ state (optimal ratio of number of GHZ states

and number of ω states shared in the protocol is described

in the end of this section) and sends the travel photons of

thepreparedqubits toAlice. Alice (sender) clearly doesnot

know Bob’s selection and hence the shared state between

them. Similarly, a potential eavesdropper is also igno-

rant about the shared state between Alice and Bob. Alice

(sender) performs the encoding operations: IB ⊗ IC, IB ⊗
σCz , σ

B
z ⊗ IC, or σBz ⊗ σCz in the message mode in order

to send 00, 01, 10, or 11, respectively. Therefore, when

a |ω⟩ state is shared, Bob (receiver) uses required gates

and a positive operator-valued measurement to distin-

guish nonorthogonal |ω⟩ states. On the other hand, when
aGHZ state is shared, Bobperforms ameasurement inGHZ

basis to distinguish two out of four operations as IB ⊗ IC

generates the same outcome as σBz ⊗ σCz , and I
B ⊗ σCz gen-

erates the same outcome as σBz ⊗ IC. Alice may randomly

also switch to control mode as discussed by Bostrom and

Felbinger [19] and announce the state of her travel photons

to verify it with the state of home photon with Bob.

After all protocol runs either in message mode or con-

trol mode, Bob announces the turns when he had shared a

GHZ state and asks Alice to announce her encoding oper-

ations performed in those turns. Then, Bob evaluates total

QBER at each GHZ shared turn and aborts the protocol

when QBER and detection due to control mode exceed the

threshold of noise in the channel. This process also cap-

tures an eavesdropper who only attacks the travel photons

in the “pong” route of the message mode. Thus, the moti-

vation to use QBER for checking the presence of Eve comes

from the modified control mode suggested by Nguyen to

avoidDoS or disturbance attacks [26]. AsQBER calculation

is done when a GHZ state is shared, Bob can determinis-

tically distinguish the measurement outcomes of a three-

qubit measurement in an orthogonal GHZ basis shown

in (1). On the other hand, three-qubit measurement in a

nonorthogonal basis shown in (6) would lead to proba-

bilistic distinguishability between the states, thus leading

to an incorrect QBER.
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The protocol no longer remains a means of secure direct

communication. Rather, it can be used as a QKD proto-

col with enhanced security. If Alice and Bob share “w” |ω⟩
states and “g” GHZ states, then 2w(1 − cos2θ) informa-

tion gets transferred fromAlice to Bob.Moreover, the qubit

efficiency in this case of mixed sharing would be

ηmix =
2w(1 − cos2θ)

3(w + g)
=

(︂

w

w + g

)︂

ηomega (22)

The above equation clearly shows that ηmix 6 ηomega.

Now, for ηmix to be greater than ηbell,
w

w+g > 3
4(1−cos2θ)

,

and therefore the minimum optimum ratio of “w” is to “g”

for better qubit efficiency is

(w : g)min =
3

1 − 4cos2θ
(23)

where 37.7612∘
< θ 6 45∘. Thus, we can adjust the

number of GHZ states and ω states according to the value

of θ, so as to achieve enhanced efficiency for our protocol.

Furthermore, we can utilise the above mixing strat-

egy in a quantum dialogue fashion. When Alice wishes to

send message bits (k, l) and Bob wishes to send message

bits (i, j), then the following steps occur: Alice randomly

prepares a GHZ state or an ω state, performs SBCk,l on the

travel qubits, and sends these qubits to Bob; Bob, in turn,

performs SBCi,j on the qubits and sends them back to Alice.

The same operations SBCi,j and S
BC
k,l are performed on travel

photons of a GHZ state as that on the travel photons of

an ω state as discussed in the article before. As only Alice

knows the quantum state that is prepared, she performs

the requiredmeasurement operations to find out the resul-

tant bits (x, y), which she announces publicly. This not

only allows her to find out the message bits (i, j) sent by

Bob, but also enables Bob to calculate the message bits

(k, l) that Alice sent him [26].

7 Conclusion

Our analysis shows the importance of partially entangled

states such as |ω⟩ states over three-qubitmaximally entan-

gled GHZ states and two qubit maximally entangled Bell

states for transfer of two-bit informationusingPPprotocol.

Although the use of partially entangled |ω⟩ states in the

protocol involves distinguishing nonorthogonal states by

positive operator-valued measurement, these states help

us achieve higher qubit efficiency and increased security

for the PP protocol. For example, Table 1 clearly shows

that theprotocol standsmore secure against various eaves-

dropping operations, whenever an ω state is shared, as

opposed to two Bell states. Further, Table 1 shows that the

information shared between the sender and the receiver

using a GHZ state is always very less as compared to the

other two resources.Moreover, QBER increases for the pro-

posed attack 2 (Tab. 1), where the control mode detection

was lesser and an eavesdropper could easily evade detec-

tion in a more than 25 % noisy channel. Motivated by

these results, we have shown that a mixed strategy involv-

ing mixed sharing of |ω⟩ state and GHZ state makes the

protocol even more secure against various eavesdropping

attacks with a slight downfall in the protocol’s qubit effi-

ciency. In order to further enhance the efficiency, we have

suggested incorporation of Nguyen’s efficient proposal for

a quantum dialogue protocol in PPP using partially entan-

gled ω states.

It will be interesting to extend our protocol with the

proposed modifications in control modes [32, 33] to wit-

ness the improvements in PPP using three-qubit nonmax-

imally nonorthogonal entangled states. Further, in the

future, itwill be of interest to findout and compare theuse-

fulness of nonmaximally entangled |ω⟩ states over max-

imally entangled states in other quantum cryptography

protocols.
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